
Broadcasting



Specific knowledge for the Broadcasting industry

Installation and commissioning should be executed in accordance with the
best practice, otherwise telecommunication equipment will not fully operate
at their theoretical performances. Therefore, keeping your network upgraded
to the state of art technology is recommended but an optimized installation
and tuning is mandatory otherwise part of your investment will be useless.

Nexum is an Italian Telecommunication company operating on TV and
Radio broadcasting systems. The long experience in this field, makes
Nexum expert in the design, system integration, installation and
commissioning of small and large FM, DAB, ATV & DTV Networks, including
satellite and terrestrial radio links.

Increases system
efficiency

Increases network
coverage

Reduces 
downtimes

Reduces the
equipment repair

Reduces 
maintenance

Increases equipment
lifespan

Increases signal
quality

Protects from 
lightning

A state of art installation pays for itself:

Savings due to state of the art installation are huge!



Provision of equipment and installation materials

During the development of new systems, Nexum
usually suggests a list of recommended equipment and
installation materials locally sourced (when available) or
provides them at very competitive prices. Nexum long-
term knowledge of global market allows us to offer
solutions to our customers with the highest
quality/price ratio. 

Nexum provides support to broadcasters for the
development of small gap fillers up to very large
systems. Our list of services includes:

Full design of FM/TV network

Site surveys

Installation

Commissioning

Site engineering

Training

Feasibility studies

Coverage studies



Reference (direct and indirect customers)

Nexum collaborates with major
telecommunication companies in the field of

broadcasting service, establishing a 
solid and lasting relationship 

over time.
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